M.A.HART HAYWARD CUP FINAL Sponsored by McDonalds
Tuesday 18th April 2017 at Hurn Bridge
BOURNEMOUTH MANOR “A” 1-0 REDLYNCH & WOODFALLS UNITED RES

A solitary Lucas Walker strike midway through the first half gave Bournemouth Manor “A” the
verdict 1-0 against Hayward Saturday League Division Three championship rivals Redlynch &
Woodfalls United Reserves in Tuesday night‟s M.A.Hart Hayward Cup Final at Hurn Bridge.
The champions were second best to their nearest rivals on this occasion and, but for some
excellent saves from Redlynch goalkeeper Lloyd
Barr, Manor could have had the game sewn up by
half time.
Redlynch were under pressure in the opening
minute of the game with a free kick rebounding
from their crossbar to Kyle John-Clement whose
shot was blocked by Barr and the follow up effort
from Matt Bright was scrambled away by the
Redlynch defence.
Redlynch responded in the 14th minute with a 40
yard free kick from Sean Dempsey which struck

the Manor crossbar before going behind for a
goal kick.
Manor scored what was to be the only goal of
the game after 23 minutes when a goal kick
from goalkeeper Jack Summers was headed on
by Kyle John–Clement to Lucas Walker. There
was an exchange of passes between the Manor
centre forward and Ben Cole with Walker
chesting down the return ball on the edge of the
Redlynch penalty area before steering it past
the advancing goalkeeper.
At the other end, Simon Dreyer fired a 20 yard shot
wide of the far post and the Redlynch centre forward
then took a tumble in the area but referee Dean
Miller dismissed United‟s appeals for a penalty.
Walker burst through again in 34th minute but
Redlynch „keeper Lloyd Barr came out bravely at
the centre forward‟s feet to get the ball away with
his legs.
The ball fell to Walker on the edge of the box five
minutes later but Barr denied him again and there
was an even more impressive save from the

Redlynch custodian in the 42nd minute as his duel with the Manor striker continued. Walker
latched onto the ball just outside the Redlynch penalty area to hammer it goalwards but Barr was
equal to it, diving to push the ball away for a corner.
The resultant corner resulted in an indirect free kick being awarded against United‟s Andrew
Tinkler whose foot was high. Walker rolled the free kick back to Mark Adams whose shot was
blocked by the wall of defenders on the Redlynch goal line.
Barr raced out to the edge of his penalty area to deny Matt Bright when he was put through at the
start of the second half.
Dreyer attempted a couple of long range efforts for Redlynch, the first going over the bar and the
second, a low shot in the 70th minute bringing a comfortable save from Manor „keeper Jack
Summers
Manor‟s Ben Cole fired over bar from distance in the 77th minute and his next effort from the edge
of the box two minutes later was goal bound until it cannoned off Redlynch defender Anthony
Rochester for a corner.
The resultant corner was bundled over the Redlynch goal line but Manor‟s celebrations were short
lived as the goal was disallowed for a foul on the goalkeeper.
There were efforts from Jimmy Greenough, Michael Ball, and Sean Dempsey in the closing stages
but nothing to seriously trouble Summers in the Manor goal.
Redlynch goalkeeper Lloyd Barr ( Inset Left) was
chosen for the Man of the Match award by Hayward
League President Mike Fowler.
Bournemouth Manor A : Jack Summers, Jake
Baker, James Fraser, Liam Keogh, Greg Cooper, Nick
Cooper, Kyle John-Clement, Mark Adams (Josh
Thompson 67 mins), Lucas Walker (Callum Reeves
59 mins), Matt Bright (Craig Warren 59 mins), Ben
Cole.
Redlynch & Woodfalls United Reserves : Lloyd
Barr, Scott Jones, Troy Greaves (Michael Ball 57
mins), Anthony Rochester, Jimmy Johnson, Nick Voce, Sean Dempsey, Lee Johnson (Haydn
Langdon 69 mins), Simon Dreyer (Josh Fryer 78 mins), Jimmy Greenough, Anthony Tinker.

